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Introduction 

I have read a dozen books, some generous handfuls of articles, and have 

translated nearly all of Beowulf. Yet I was afraid to begin typing because I did not think 

myself well researched or worthy enough to have opinions. Professor Drout kindly tried 

to show me that my opinions and theories were of value, but it was an issue of authority: 

I know I am right, but still who am I to say anything authoritative about this ancient poem 

I care immensely about?  I enjoy thinking and translating and learning about 

Anglo-Saxon. It is very possible that after I graduate the only person who will return to 

this text is another senior anxiously considering if she can finish her thesis. It is to this 

imaginary student I write. This project is not to impress professors or make your grad 

school apps look more alluring. Although it may be meaningless to the world, it is for 

you to know what you are made of: the education and fortitude to write a thesis about a 

topic you love.  

In truth I have been lucky and stubborn enough to get this far. I found Wheaton 

because I had googled colleges near me. Sophomore year I dropped Spanish and needed a 

new class quickly. Anglo-Saxon literature was scheduled for the same time block so I 

googled Anglo-Saxon, learned only that it meant British and signed up. I was surprised 

when I was handed Caedmon’s Hymn and realized that this was very old English, not just 

old timey. But the add/drop period had ended by then and I was stubborn as an ox. So I 

learned the language. The semester ended and I registered for Beowulf because it covered 

two of my major requirements. I translated swaths of hundreds of lines (or just twenty 

depending on the day) and developed a love for the subject. History bored me when it 
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was all secondary sources; this was like history out of the people themselves. I could hear 

the rhythm and similarities, and I could enjoy the tedious time spent translating. The next 

year I signed up for Latin, Old-Norse, and Middle English. Senior year I signed up for 

Gothic too. I know realistically that these skills will be lost to time outside college and 

are unlikely to be used in my career path. Not to be cliche, but I just like reading so much 

that I learned to do it in every language I could reach. As a dyslexic English major, taking 

courses in six languages felt like the perfect paradox. I proved to myself in final and 

concrete terms that I was capable of the things I am interested in. Though my thesis is 

about the relationship between Hildeburh and Brimwylf, it is about the power and unity 

of women. The women of Beowulf, though they are fictional, have profound impacts on 

listeners and readers for thousands of years. They took their power in whatever way they 

could to do what needed to be done. Though I am no peace weaving queen, I relate to 

their loss and power.  

To begin my argument I must set up some context. Beowulf is the longest 

surviving Anglo-Saxon poem at 3182 lines, and was written between the 8th and 11th 

centuries. Within this window, I would argue an earlier date but it is not necessary for 

understanding this thesis and the date is highly contested. The poem follows the 

protagonist Beowulf  and he goes on a quest to defeat Grendel, and subsequently 

Grendel’s mother. The poem contains many passages about history and God that I will 

largely ignore for the purpose of this paper. The mothers in this story are particularly 

neglected in scholarship, except by the profound work of Dockray-Miller. It is to the 

mothers of sons with severed arms I look to for a new perspective on an age old text. One 
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generally remembers reading about character’s dismemberments. It is shocking and 

violent and surprisingly common in Beowulf. As I will discuss, there are two times in the 

text of Beowulf that someone is suddenly deprived of an arm. Both men bleed out and 

their mothers mourn. These mothers, Hildeburh and Grendel’s mother (who I will call 

Brimwylf) are key foils to understand the world of Beowulf. Understanding this foil and 

its place in the text will illuminate much about the nature of gender and power in the 

poem. Beowulf is filled with men fighting and killing through the use of physical power, 

and the few women who appear in the text are queens and mothers who wield a different 

kind of power. The mothers of Beowulf express power through the use of feminine 

expectations. They have their own agency which is enforced through peaceweaving, 

mothering, and unifying actions. In the text of Beowulf men tear things and people apart 

and women put them back together. 
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Dismemberment  

Indeed, there is a surprising amount of dismemberment in Anglo-Saxon poetry, 

and Beowulf. Grendel eats his prey ‘hand and foot’, twice arms are separated from their 

owner’s bodies, heads are removed, there is a recurring theme of  breaking the whole. 

Historically this tendency has a basis in the laws and customs of Anglo-Saxons. The 

punishment of the body in law and literature was physical and symbolic. By taking away 

hands and heads, they effectively render the person powerless to commit the crime again 

and are left publicly humiliated and likely dead.  

In Anglo-Saxon law the hand of a thief may be chopped off and hung from the 

door frame, like morbid mistletoe. In the culture of Anglo-Saxon England bodily harm as 

punishment was expected,“the law codes are of especial interest, not simply for their 

cataloguing of crimes and punishments, but for the matrices they offer which bodies and 

body parts are counters within an economy of pain, payment and value” (Hill 212). 

Within this society pain suffered could be a traded price for wrongdoings committed. It 

was a society in which gift-giving was integral to bonds, punishment could likewise be 

the dark counterpart. This economy of pain would apply in the world of Beowulf as well. 

Grendel steals lives, and the punishment, inflicted by Beowulf, is the removal of his arm 

which is hung from the rafters. Line 836 reads,“hond álegde earm ond eaxle þaér wæs eal 

geador Grendles grápe under géapne hróf” hand hung arm and shoulder was all there 

together Grendel’s gripe under gaping roof (836). Grendel’s severed arm was hung from 

the roof at Heorot in accordance with customs.  
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Taking apart the body which committed crimes takes away the ability to commit 

crimes again. It is terribly violent but also logical in a way; this was their sense of justice. 

Which throws into sharp relief the injustice Hildeburh’s son is subjected to when his arm 

is torn by a war he did not choose. This understanding of punishment in Anglo-Saxon 

culture also paints Beowulf to be justified in his dismemberment of Grendel, because he 

dispenses the justice that Grendel deserved for his murder of the thanes. Hildeburh’s 

unnamed son dies by severed arm in battle caused by a broken treaty, which is unjust. 

The symbolism of  dismemberment cannot be understated. The person is no 

longer whole. They are unable to recidivate, but more importantly they are marked to 

themselves and others. Mothers have the power to build their children in their wombs and 

bring them into the world. The men of the poem have the power to rip and dismember 

their creations. There is something particularly poignant in the mothers Hildeburh and 

Brimwylf, the women who originally made their children whole, trying to piece them 

back together in death. It is only fair that Hildeburh and Byrmwulf wanted to put their 

children back together.  
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Arms 

Dismemberment in the poem is literal but carries symbolic weight as well. The 

dismemberment of an arm in particular is a recurring theme in the poem. Arms and hands 

that are still attached also come up frequently in the text. There are mentions of Grendel 

eating thanes ‘hand and foot’, Beowulf takes pride in his hand strength and fighting 

without weapons, and there are many references to battle, which I will explain in more 

detail in later sections, that emphasize hand to hand combat. Hands are tools and arms are 

weapons. The metonymy of referring to weapons as arms is because they are an 

extension of the limb wielding the tool. This relationship places the arm as violent and 

causing harm. Therefore the removal of hand and arm renders the victim defenseless. If 

physical power is masculine, and the world of Beowulf emphasizes arm power, then these 

dismemberments are also emasculating. There are two uses of the word ‘earm’, arm, used 

to reference severed arms in the text. 

Earm has interesting and understated origins. The word was first used in 

ProtoIndoEuropean as arm-armos, meaning the limb that hangs from ones shoulder. It 

continued into Latin arma, and as it moved to other languages through time took on more 

interesting meanings. Proto German ‘arma’ meant wretched with connotations of 

physical ailment, it survived into modern German arm is arm, and armselig means poor. 

This ambiguity between limbs and suffering can be seen in other languages as well. In 

Gothic ‘arm’ as a noun is that but ‘arm’ as an adjective is poor. In Old Norse the ‘armr’ 

noun is the limb and adjective is again poor, this could be related to ‘harmr’ harm. 

Anglo-Saxon ‘earm’ can mean arm or wretched. Middle English ‘arm’ meant poor and 
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arm. Modern English does not seem to have arm/wretched words, though one could make 

an argument for harm.  

There are 225 uses of ‘earm’ as a whole term in the surviving Anglo-Saxon texts, 

all of which to mean arm or wretched. In the text of Beowulf the word ‘earm’ five times 

in lines 745, 833, 970, 2359, and 2367. Twice, in lines 833 and 970 this word is used in 

the phrase ‘arm and shoulder’. The first four uses of earm indicate an actual arm but the 

fifth is unambiguously ‘wretched’. In line 816  him on eaxle wearð syndolh sweotol, on 

his shoulder was a great wound shown. Then in line 836 ‘earm ond eaxle þaér wæs eal 

geador Grendles grápe under géapne hróf’ arm and shoulder there was all Grendle’s gripe 

under gaping roof’. Beowulf tore off Grendel’s arm and hung it from the roof. The 

specificity in the arm being the torn limb, and the symbolism of removing the arm as a 

weapon, could be paronomasia. Spontaneous amputation is a wretched way to die indeed. 

It is this wretched death that the mothers Hildeburh and Brimwylf try to avenge in 

their own ways. To understand how the arms and their losses reveal a dichotomy of 

gendered power in Beowulf, we must now turn to women of the text.  
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Women of Beowulf 

It is common knowledge that women were treated poorly through most parts of 

history, however the Anglo-Saxon world was somewhat progressive before the sexism of 

Christianity took hold in British culture. As alluded to in the introduction of this thesis, 

the date of the text is largely debated. Gender roles were highly important to their culture 

and would have been upheld by society; however these roles did not make women always 

subservient to men. This is not to say that women were not oppressed, they most certainly 

were, however they could hold some powers and had some agency over their lives. At the 

time Beowulf was written, “there is no doubt that Old English society allowed women, 

not only private influence, but also the widest liberty of intervention in public affairs” 

(Stenton 1). Women could hold power and even inherit land from men, which they would 

then own independently “there is no doubt as to the bare fact that women could inherit 

land before the Norman Conquest” (Stenton 2). Women in Anglo-Saxon England were 

allowed to hold political and military power, “in the tenth century, AEthelflaed the Lady 

of the Mercians, at the head of a military household, planned and carried out a series of 

momentous campaigns” (Stenton 1). Women’s roles were strictly defined, but within 

those roles women had rights, responsibilities, and respect. Furthermore queens held an 

important political position, know as the peaceweaving role, in which they had great 

influence over public affairs.  

Wealhþeow's speech in Beowulf is an incredibly powerful passage which when 

placed in the context of speech and gender norms in Anglo-Saxon culture reveals insight 

to the culture. The Anglo-Saxon world was complex and had its own norms and 
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expectations for the functions of words and the roles of women. One of the crucial roles 

of power that only women could hold was that of the freoðo-webbe, or peace-weaver. 

This was a role that only a queen could hold. As the name suggests a peace-weaver was 

responsible for unifying people and maintaining peace. This role is critical for diplomatic 

relations within her kingdom and to members of other tribes. Wealhþeow is the prime 

example of a good peace-weaver; her power is expressed through her words, and her 

symbolic action of passing the cup. Wealhþeow’s speech has been dismissed by Klaeber 

as a naive attempt to save her sons from death. However in the context she lived in, and 

with her political role she is clearly not foolish. She knows the customs and tries to use 

the norms, boundaries, and expectations of her society to reach her goal, the survival of 

her two sons. 

The speeches in Beowulf comprise 39% of the total poem (Bjork). Of all these 

speeches only two are delivered by a woman, and both times it is Wealhþeow. Bjork 

suggests that one of the reasons for the extensive amount of speech in Beowulf, is that 

gift-giving obligations extended to speeches as well. Within a gift-giving society there is 

an, “obligation to give, the obligation to receive, and the obligation to reciprocate” (Bjork 

995). This gesture creates social bonds that tie people in a society or community together, 

creating a healthy sense of unity. In Anglo-Saxon culture the gift-giving ceremony must 

be public in order to show honor and respect; this is reflected in the public speeches too. 

These ceremonies are critical to the well being of diplomatic relationships. In these 

societies, “circulating the gift seems to ensure the life and well-being of the community 

and withholding it threatens that life” (Bjork 995). Good Kings are therefore called 
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ring-dispensers because they are responsible for giving these gifts to ensure the health of 

their community, while shunned kings like Heremod were said to have not given rings, 

“nallas béagas geaf” (1719). It is important within these gift-giving communities that 

gifts are given, received, and reciprocated, but the importance is on the respect of the 

ritual rather than the physical usefulness or cost of the item. Therefore words could easily 

become a part of that ritual though speeches are not economically useful, they are 

diplomatically essential. Bjork shows that because words are treated as deeds, giving a 

speech could be similar to the action of giving a symbolic gift. The poet places words and 

deeds together as a unit, such as: ‘wordum wrixlan’ (exchange words); and ‘sceolon 

gieddum wrixlan’ (wise men must exchange song [speech, tale], “making words as 

substantial as things” (Bjork 998). Bjork concludes that words could have the symbolic 

importance of  gift objects in the Anglo-Saxon culture, “since words for the Anglo-Saxon 

community had the status of objects, they also bore the material fate of such objects. 

They could be manipulated, used as weapons to reinforce a warrior’s heroism, dispensed 

with, or sequestered as treasure” (Bjork 999). These words, like rings, needed to be 

dispensed as part of diplomatic functions.  

Bjork limits his arguments to the context of boasting speeches, which are 

speeches made publicly that promise something which will help the community. 

However there is no reason to limit the political power of a speech only to those which 

include a promise. Speeches of praise and requests can have the same function as gifts. 

Wealhtheow’s speech is therefore a gift of praise to Beowulf, and she calls on him to 

reciprocate by being good to her sons. This is a maternally motivated, choice to create a 
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diplomatic relationship between her sons and Beowulf. The function Wealhtheow's 

speech fulfills is political: just as she reinforces social stability by bringing around the 

mead, she tries to reinforce stability of the line of inheritance and the safety of her sons 

through her speech, all the while being a good queen according to the customs. 

There are many words for speaking in Anglo-Saxon and in Beowulf  but maþelian 

is used more often and chosen over other synonyms in the text. Maþelian is used more in 

Beowulf than anywhere else in Anglo-Saxon literature, 26 out of all 44 uses of the verb in 

the Anglo-Saxon corpus, are from the poem. Some scholars suggest that maþelian is used 

only to signal formal speeches but that does not take into account Hrothgar’s speech at 

1321. This speech was made upon learning of AEchere’s death and is an  emotional, not 

formal speech. Maþelian could have been chosen to describe certain speeches because it 

is used to denote the importance of the character making a speech. This theory is 

supported by the other verbs that are chosen when the speaker is unnamed, such as the 

unnamed poet in line 90 who is introduced by ‘sægde’ said. Maþelian is never used for 

unimportant people, with the apparent exception of the unnamed coast guard whose 

words are introduced by maþelode. This could be because it is a formal greeting speech. 

Maþelian could potentially be used to denote that the speech is informative both to the 

adresse, as well as the audience. Mcconchie says, “there are very few speeches in 

Beowulf which do not fulfill the first of these if one assumes that speaking to a group 

simply means that the addressee and the hearers are identical”(Mcconchie 62); that is the 

addresses and the hearers are the same because speeches are public. Maþelian appears to 

be used in courtesy/duty speeches; it is used in this context with the coast guard, Wulfgar, 
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Beowulf, and Hrothgar. These speeches, including Beowulf’s boasting speech, serve a 

duty/courtesy function, and promote diplomatic relations.  

Wealhþeow is Hrothðgar’s queen. She is characterized throughout the poem by 

words that convey a positive and feminine queen. Wealhþeow is a pristine example for 

womanhood in Anglo-Saxon literature. Her name is mentioned six times in the text and is 

surrounded by words of positivity like, ġemyndiġ, and goldhroden. Wealhþeow 

represents the ideal of womanhood in Beowulf. She is notably the only woman who is in 

the hall which indicates that she holds a special position that other idēs, ladies, are not 

privy to. This is because of her position as Hrothgar’s wife, which grants the power to 

take political agency through speech and influence. Her political and marital role is also 

that of the peace-weaver. She fulfills this role with seeming ease, as she abides by the 

customs and brings drink around the mead hall, she gives Beowulf gifts and praise, and 

she makes a peace-weaving speech on behalf of her sons’ well-being. This shows she is a 

good mother and respected peace weaver. We do not see her fierceness in the level of 

beheading heathens, however she is appropriately fierce for her position and gender by 

making her public speech to manipulate and hold accountable the royal men and ending 

the speech telling them to do as she bids, ‘ dóð swá ic bidde’(1231).  

“Wealhðéo maþelode héo fore þaém werede spræc” Wealhþeow spoke, she spoke 

before the retainers (1215). This term characterizes Wealhtheow's speech as a formal 

exercise. Other words for speaking like cwæð (say) which is given to unnamed 

characters, like a poet in 91, Hygelac's thane in 199, worthy warrior in 315 and in other 

places could have been used to introduce less formal speech. If the word mathelode is 
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used for important characters in informative courtesy speeches, then its use for 

diplomatic talks presented by Wealhþeow puts her speech on the same level as diplomacy 

and boasting speeches performed by men. This usage fits in with the Anglo-Saxon view 

of womanhood, because she is given a level of respect and responsibility. The speech she 

gives is formal and much like a boasting speech she is using public proclamations to 

make a public pressure which will help her achieve her goal.  

What many critics call boasting is one of the most important and frequent type of 

speeches in Beowulf. These boasting speeches can be identified by the use of the phrase 

‘beotwordum’ (in words of boast/promise) or by their function. Einarsson characterizes 

boasting speeches as vows or promises of boasting before a fight. Einarsson however 

translates beot as promise or vow rather than boast. In relation to these speeches which 

word is used makes little difference, but the connotations suggest that vow is not a 

self-centered speech, but a boast can seem that way to modern audiences. There are also 

other words that mark a boast-speech, “the words gylpword and beotword thus seem to 

mean the same thing; but it is probable that gielp- stresses the glory of the adventure, 

something to boast of, whereas beot- stresses the fact that it is a promise, a 

vow”(Einarsson 976). However both of these words refer to the same function of a 

speech, which is to inspire and rally troops, gain the speaker honor, and increase 

accountability to those around them because of the public nature of the boast. These 

boasting speeches were an important part of the Anglo-Saxon warrior culture, especially 

the vows made in mead halls. They are written about in multiple Anglo-Saxon poems,  
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“it shows us what the custom was among the retainers in the mead-hall. When 

their spirits were running high over the beer-cups, they could make a vow to carry 

out some difficult but glorious deed, usually at the risk of their lives. Needless to 

say, such vows were not always carefully thought out beforehand, hence the 

warning we read in the Wanderer: ‘When an impetuous warrior is making a vow, 

he ought to pause until he knows full well the issue whither the impulse of his 

heart will lead’" (Einarsson 976).  

 
Such vows serve an important job in the culture because they increase pride, 

unity, and most importantly accountability. Beowulf makes these speeches before he goes 

into fight, most notably being line 2510 in the ‘as I did with Grendel’ speech. Beowulf 

tells his companions that he will fight the dragon alone and not flee because he fought 

Grendel without a sword. While this is a bragging speech that increases the honor of 

Beowulf, it also serves the function of holding himself accountable. Now he must kill the 

dragon and not flee: there will be a fight to the death. If we broaden the perspective on 

boasting speeches we can see the similar functions of upholding custom, creating unity, 

and holding people accountable in Wealhtheow’s speech as well.  
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Wealhþeow 

Wealhþeow’s name has been traditionally translated as ‘foreign captive’ by 

Klaeber and forgein slave by Bjorkman. These interpretations are the popular consensus 

in the world of scholarship. This interpretation of her name suggests that she was married 

off for diplomacy, in a peace-weaver role. The forgein captive interpretation is based on 

the claim that Wealh is from walx meaning foreign, and þeow as servant or captive. The 

forgein captive narrative places Wealhþeow in an objectified and traded role. However 

wealh could be derived from wala, meaning chosen (Neidorf). Damico suggests that 

wealh could be cognate with Old Norse valþjófr and aligns her with valkyries. A possible 

meaning of her name could be something like chosen servant. The suffix þeow was not 

uncommon, nor did it always carry negative connotations. Beowulf’s father is named 

Ecgþeow which means edge servant, suggesting skill and devotion to swords. This 

alternative interpretation of her name lends Wealhþeow agency that was denied by older 

scholarship.  

Wealhþeow uses her power through her words. With her speech she can pressure 

the powerful men in the royal family to be good to her sons. One of those powerful men 

is Hrothulf son of king Hrothgar’s brother Halga. Hrothulf is treated with honor in the 

hall and would be a logical heir if Hrothgar died while his sons were too young to ascend 

to the throne (Klaeber). However he may have been treacherous, “many (including 

Klaeber) have felt that the poet intimates that at a later time the harmonious union was 

broken, and Hrothulf treacherously usurped the throne. Not all agree with this 

assessment” (Klaeber liii). It is assumed by Klaeber and those who worked on the fourth 
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edition, that Hrothulf will take the throne from his cousins after the death of Hrothgar. 

This claim is from lines 1017-1019 reading, “nalles fácenstafas Þéod-Scyldingas þenden 

fremedon” no treacherous act folk-Scyldings made as yet. This could imply that Hrothulf 

may have killed Wealhþeow’s sons, Hreðric and Hroðmund. Other scholars, such as 

Drout, do not agree with that interpretation because it is not explicitly in the text; þenden 

may simply mean then.  

Wealhþeow, as any mother would, does what she can to protect her sons. 

Hrothgar’s offer to adopt Beowulf would alter the line of succession of the throne and 

place her sons in mortal danger. Wealtheow tries to pressure the men to follow expected 

customs with the only power she has at her disposal, public speeches. She tries to protect 

her sons through  this speech by appealing to her nephew, Hrothulf as well as Beowulf. 

She addresses Beowulf praising him with compliments and asking him, “teach these boys 

graciously[...] Be you to my sons proper in deeds holding them in joy”(1219 and 1226). 

She appeals to Beowulf because Hrothgar’s offer to adopt to Beowulf would disrupt the 

line of inheritance, therefore endangering her sons. She also appeals elsewhere in the 

poem to Hrothulf to take the throne, to be a protector of her children, while this may be 

seen as ill-fated if Hroðulf did in fact usurp the throne, it was a choice of priority not a 

foolish one. It is better for her sons to not be on the throne than to be exposed to 

assassination. Wealhþeow is described as good, generous, and kind, by appealing to 

Hroðulf to be a protector to her sons she makes a gesture that shows the others in the hall 

that this succession is acceptable, from Uncle to Nephew. She also tells Hrothulf that the 

lives of her sons are more important than their inheritance. The poem says that 
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Wealhþeow knows and is proper with the customs, this appeal can fit that 

characterization. The throne is rightfully her sons’ after Hroðgar’s death. Therefore  the 

adoption of Beowulf would cause power struggles which could lead to her sons being 

killed to clarify who is to succeed next. This potential struggle would put her young sons’ 

lives at risk, so she tries to re-establish the limits of bloodline inheritance by appealing to 

her nephew to take the throne when Hroðgar dies (Drout). Wealhþeow’s speech is an 

example of a queen using the feminine power of weaving relationships to build a safety 

net for her sons.  

After the fight with Grendel there is a feast in Herot in which Hroðgar seems to 

offer to adopt Beowulf. Then Wealtheow makes her speech praising Beowulf and asking 

him to be kind to her sons. The poem reads,  

“Wealhðēo maþelode; ‘hēo fore þǣm werede spræc: 'Brūc ðisses bēages, Bēowulf 

lēofa  hyse, mid hǣle, ond þisses hræġles nēot, þēo[d]ġestrēona, ond ġeþēoh tela, 

cen þeċ mid cræfte,  ond þyssum cnyhtum wes lāra līðe. Iċ þē þæs lēan ġeman. 

Hafast þū ġefēred þæt ðē feor ond nēah ealne wīdeferhþ weras ehtiġað, efne swā 

sīde swā sǣ bebūgeð, windġeard, weallas. Wes þenden þū lifige, æþeling, ēadig. 

Iċ þē an tela sinċġestrēona. Bēo þū suna mīnum dǣdum ġedēfe,  drēamhealdende. 

Hēr is ǣġhwylċ eorl  ōþrum ġetrýwe, mōdes milde, mandrihtne hol[d]; þeġnas 

syndon ġeþwǣre, þēod eal ġearo; druncne dryhtguman dōð swā iċ bidde.'” 

(Klaeber 1215- 1231).  

[Wealhþeow made a speech; she before the troop spoke: ‘make use of this 

necklace, beloved Beowulf, young man, with luck, and enjoy this mail shirt, 
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treasure and prosper well, show yourself with strength and teach these boys 

graciously.  I shall remember this to reward you. You have brought it about that 

far and near always forever men will praise, so widely as the sea surrounds, home 

of the wind walls. Be prosperous as long as you live prince. I to you wish 

treasures well. Be you to my sons proper in deeds holding them in joy . Here is 1

each man faithful to the other, friendly in mind, lord of men hold the thanes 

united, the people all ready; retainers drink do as I bid .] 2

 The speech opens with emphasis on the fact that it is made publicly, in front of 

the hall. This is similar to the boasting speeches that men make publicly in Anglo-Saxon 

literature. Wealhþeow gives Beowulf gifts and words of gratitude as thanks for cleansing 

Herot; both gifts and words are less than Hrothgar’s speech but serve the same function: 

a diplomatic thank you. Then she asks Beowulf to, “teach these boys graciously”, lāra 

could be translated as teach or instruct and cnyhtum, means boys. Wealhþeow is asking 

Beowulf to set a good example, to teach the boys who will look up to Beowulf. Here she 

is subtly asking him to be a good prince and not accept Hrothgar’s offer. Then after she 

praises him a little more, she says more directly: “be proper in deeds to my sons”, here 

she is asking him to treat her sons well, which could mean rejecting Hrothgar’s offer, not 

taking the throne, or simply not killing her sons. The phrase “holding them in joy” 

1 Klaeber translates drēamhealdende as ‘with power over gladness’ however I chose to 

use the Bosworth-Toller definition ‘holding them in joy’ because it better conveys 

Wealhþeow’s request and is more literal.  

2 The translations are mine. 
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contains ‘ drēamhealdende’ which is literally dream hold, but has a social joy connotation 

so she is asking Beowulf to be diplomatic to her sons. Another appeal to keep them safe. 

She ends the speech with, “do as I bid” a powerful command thus a queenly way to end a 

speech. The public nature of the speech and the way she ends it with such a command is 

like the function of a boasting speech, because she is enlisting the public pressure of the 

people in the hall to ensure that her words are obeyed. Traditional boasting speeches use 

peer pressure to hold speakers accountable; Wealhþeow uses public pressure to hold 

others accountable: since no one objects to her command, they agree. The group has 

made an implied agreement to follow her instruction.  

Wealhtheow is not foolish; she understands the culture in which she lives and 

with that knowledge and the power and respect she holds, she makes a feminine 

equivalent of a  vow speech and protects her children. She uses her role as a 

peace-weaver to protect her sons, through a boasting speech that places an obligation on 

the men. They received her gift and now reciprocate with their obedience. She was a 

powerful queen in a kingdom stained with kin killing and used the power she had to 

protect her own children. She is not a weak woman but a fierce protective mother with 

the tools at her disposal.  
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Hygd and Modþryðo 

Peace-weavers queens and responsible for diplomatic relationships. Hygd and 

Modþryðo are peace-weavers and foils of each other. Much like Hrothgar and Heremode 

are juxtaposed in the text to suggest the proper and wrong way to be king. In this 

dichotomy Hygd is the perfect queen of Hygelac and Modþryðo is the example of a bad 

queen before her marriage to Offa. The poet describes the good queen, “Hygd swíðe 

geong wís wélþungen þéah ðe wintra lýt under burhlocan gebiden hæbbe Hæreþes dohtor 

næs hío hnáh swá þéah né tó gnéað gifa Géata léodum máþmgestréona”, Hygd such 

youth, wise, well thriving, had lived few winters in the walled town, Haereth’s daughter 

was not lowly, nor was she frugal in giving gift treasures to the people of the Geats 

(1926-31). This depiction of Hygd emphasises her youth and gift giving, a diplomatic 

function of the peaceweaver that we also see in Wealhþeow’s characterization. In 

contrast Modþryðo is a destructive peace-weaver who deprives men of their lives. 

Like a fable on how you can be a better woman if you marry a good man, 

Modþryðo is an example of the tamed shrew trope. Modþryðo is a powerful person and a 

bad peaceweaver before her marriage. She is described as, ‘þéah ðe hío aénlicu sý þætte 

freoðuwebbe féores onsaéce’ though she is matchless that peaceweaver deprives life 

(1942). It is said that when men look at her she kills them, “þæt hire an dæges éagum 

starede ac him wælbende weotode tealde handgewriþene”, that he who on her by day 

eyes stared might consider death bond woven by hands assured(1936). In the world of 

Beowulf heroism is heightened, as is the monstrousness. Modþryðo is a feared and 

violent queen, she kills men for looking at her, and by her own handegewriþene. Such 
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actions are, ‘ne bið swylc cwénlic þéaw idese tó efnanne’, such queenly custom is not for 

a lady to perform (1940). It is not a queenly manner to slaughter the men who peer at her 

visage, but Modþryðo is no lady. She refuses to be objectified by men’s gaze and prefers 

to be feared by men like an equal. This remarkable independence she shows, codes her as 

distinctly more masculine and less feminine because she has the right and ability to turn 

away men’s advances violently and through the use of her hands.  

The words that are used to describe Modþryðo are masculinely coded. Klaeber 

suggested that handgewriþan is figurative and Modþryðo is ordering executions rather 

than committing murder herself. However Dockray-Miller shows that the other two uses 

of this word are literal,  

“Modþryðo’s strongest lexical links with Beowulf appear in lines 1937 and 1938, 

handgewriþene and mundgripe, literally translated as ‘twisted by hand’ and 

‘handgrip.’ Handgewriþene describes a deadly bond, wælbende (1936). Klaeber 

says handgewriþan ‘seems to be meant figuratively’ since Modþryðo probably 

manipulated events ‘by hand’ and did not literally forge deadly bonds. However, 

the other two uses of forms of wriþan in the poem are decidedly literal: in lines 

963-4, Beowulf literally twists Grendel to his deathbed (Ic hine hrædlice heardan 

clasmmum / on wælbedde wriþan þohte) and in line 2982 the Geats, presumably 

including Beowulf, bind up wounds and the corpses on the Swedish and Geatish 

battlefield (Ða wæron monige, þe his mæg wriðon)” (Dockray-Miller 81). 

There is no reason to expect Modþryðo to have ordered the killings through others when 

the text is quite clear. Dockray-Miller also goes on to explain mundgripe, ‘handgrip’ as a 
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lexical link between Modþryðo and Beowulf. Again this word is used mostly in relation 

to men and is a hand focused violence. Modþryðo takes physical power over men and 

literally kills them herself. Dockray-Miller brilliantly shows how, “Modþryðo 

construct[s] her own gender, to assume power that is unfeminine within the context of the 

poem”(Dockray-Miller 84). Modþryðo takes on masculinity through her use of physical 

power which is coded as masculine. This defiance of feminity is why, in the world of 

Beowulf,  she was an evil life-taking peace-weaver before her marriage. Dockray-Miller 

explains, “Modþryðo has had to assume the masculine gender, for her society does not 

permit the feminine to put offenders in chains and kill them”(Dockray-Miller 84). The 

power she takes requires her to reconstruct her gender, which makes her a bad 

peace-weaver because she is unfeminine. However, after her marriage to king Offa she 

becomes, “ðaér hío syððan well in gumstóle góde maére lífgesceafta lifiġende brēac” 

[where she thereupon on the throne rightly, famed for goodness, enjoyed the fated span of 

her life] (1952). Modþryðo is suddenly famed in goodness because she took her place on 

the gumstole, signifying taking a queenly power. She is tamed by marriage because the 

power she takes transforms from the violent masculine acts, to the feminine diplomatic 

power of the throne.  
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Gumstole and Giftstol  

Modþryðo sits on a gumstol in line 1952, this word translates literally as 

man-seat, but it means throne. The two uses of throne I will be analysing are ‘gumstōl’ in 

line 1952 and ‘gifstōl’ in line 168. These two instances of ‘stōl’ words indicate which 

characters in the poem are permitted to sit on thrones and the symbolic position of 

political power they take. The use of ‘gumstōl’ in Anglo-Saxon literature may indicate a 

respect for the royalty who sits on the throne of men, which is particularly noticeable in 

1952 in reference to Modþryðo. ‘Gifstōl’ has been the subject of some debate, perhaps 

indicating a seat assigned by God. 

The line in question reads, “ðǣr hīo syððan well in gumstōle, gōde mǣre, 

līfġesceafta lifiġende brēac”(KL. 1952). [Where she thereupon on the throne rightly, 

famed for goodness, enjoyed the fated span of her life.] The dictionary of Old English 

and the Bosworth-Toller list the only use of ‘gumstōl’ in Anglo-Saxon literature to be in 

line 1952 and it did not provide any suggested spelling variations. Therefore ‘gumstōl’ is 

a hapax legomenon, occurring only once in the surviving corpus of Anglo-Saxon 

literature. However the meaning is quite easy to understand because it is a compound 

word gum ‘man’ stol ‘stool’; seat of man, throne (Bosworth-Toller). ‘Gum’ as a 

fragmentary search shows up 9,789 times in the Old English Corpus, that is far too many 

to go through but at a glance most are compound words in which gum means man. ‘Stol’ 

is much less common but still frequently used at 2,397; again, too many to go through 

each use, but  it seems to usually be part of a compound word indicating a seat or place. 

The understanding of ‘gumstōl’ as throne is supported by the dictionaries of Clark-Hall, 
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Bosworth-Toller, the DOE, and Klaeber’s translation. However, the connotations of a 

man’s throne can be debated especially in this use in which the queen, Modþryðo, is the 

one taking her rightful place on the throne of men.  

The use of ‘gumstōl’ was first recorded in Beowulf and is clearly meant to 

indicate a throne. However, the word survived into Middle-English where it took on new 

meaning as a ‘cucking-stool’(MEC). The word has also appeared in place names, Gelling 

posits that ‘gumstōl’ became the place names gombelstolstrete, gumble-stool or 

gum-stool, gunstoole, gomstool (Gelling 176). This is supported by the Middle-English 

compendium which lists four street names under the entry for ‘gumstōl’; gumpestolstrete, 

gumstolstrete, gombestall strete, and gombelstolstrete. These places seem to be mostly in 

the West Midlands. The library records that Gelling references suggests there might be an 

association between gum and talk or chatter based on 18th and 19th c. slang, so the place 

names could connote a social area. However a stronger argument to explain how this 

unique word became four street names is that these place names are derived from 

gumstol, “this seems to suggest the Old English compound may have survived into 

Middle English with a euphemistic sense in which one occasionally hears the word 

throne used at the present time [1953]” (Gelling 176). Gelling may have been clear at the 

time, however nearly 70 years later it is hard to know what the euphemistic usage of 

throne in the 1950s was. I would guess that she is referencing a place of wealth and 

privilege with the association of wealth, royalty, and throne. It could also be possible that 

this is litotes for a toilet which, although it would make an odd street name, could explain 

the evolution from throne to cucking-stool.  The Middle english compendium lists 
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cukken as ‘voiding excrement’ which could relate to the words gumstol and cucking stool 

being related. This seems like it could be a common word connecting the toliet and the 

torture device, etymoligcally which is interesting but I will be looking at the uses of 

gumstol before these medieval understandings. Gelling also mentions the word stool and 

that stool compound words were also used in medieval punishment records from Oxford, 

probably because of torture devices with seats involved. These include shelving-stool, 

cucking-stool, ducking-stool which seems to indicate a rocking chair type device that 

would repeatedly place the victim into water. The word died out in Middle English and 

has no relevant modern usage, (google results are all about diarrhea and inns). It was 

certainly a word of varied and odd usage. 

Next I will pivot to a rather different stool, one ordained by God. ‘Gifstōl’ has 

been a subject of interest mostly settled by Klaeber. Line 168 of Beowulf reads, “nō hē 

þone ġifstōl grētan mōste, māþðum for metode, nē his myne wisse”, or roughly,  “he was 

not allowed to greet the giftseat, treasure of God, nor did he know desire”. The gift-seat is 

just another decorative way of referring to a throne but of course connotations always 

complicate the matters, and Grendel is unable to approach the giftseat which implies that 

it is imbued with some type of power or magic. There are some spelling variations with 

‘gifstōl, giefstol’ ect. The DOE lists one use of giefstol as Christ ABC A3.1 571. There 

are also three uses of ‘gifstol’ in the DOE; one in Max I A3.13 67, and two in Beowulf 

lines 168, and 2324. Bosworth-Toller defines gifstol and giefstol as gift seat, throne,  or 

seat of grace. This word did not last past Anglo-Saxon there are no Middle English 

compendium nor modern english uses, so it has a much less vivid history than gumstōl. 
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Klaeber posits that Grendel is unable to touch the throne because it is ordained by God 

for the rightful king. There is some holy spirit that keeps Grendel from being able to 

touch or want to touch it, because if it was just a chair he would be able to. This fits with 

the royal notion that those born into the line of succession have been chosen by God to 

rule their countries. This is a connotation that thrones still hold today.  

It is on this throne Modþryðo sits. The word ‘throne’ is often used as synecdoche 

to refer to the position of royal power. Remarking that Modþryðosits well on the throne 

of men, is probably not a remark on her posture. We know that this is not a literal sense, 

of a woman sitting on a chair, but is rather a Queen sitting on a king’s throne, and taking 

power. Modþryðo is ordained not only to be a royal and take control, but to do so in the 

seat of men. This supports the theory that she constructed her own gender through 

physical and queenly power. 
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Motherhood 

The key women in the Beowulf are all defined by their motherhood. Wealhþeow 

is mother to her sons Hreðric and Hroðmund, and her daughter Freawaru. Hildeburh is 

the wife of Finn, a peace-weaver for the Danes, and the mother of an unnamed son who is 

killed in the fight at Frisa. Grendel’s mother, Brimwylf , is defined only by her monster 3

qualities and being ‘Grendles Mōdor’. The actions of these women are all directly caused 

by their motherhood and loss of their children. Wealhþeow makes careful political moves 

to prevent the murder of her sons. Hildeburh is devastated by the death of her son and 

returns to her homeland forsaking the war. Brimwylf is so outraged by the death of her 

only son that she takes revenge by killing Aschere. It is the role of mother that drives 

these women’s actions and the plot of the poem. These mothers and their relationship in 

the text is influential. Helen Damico wrote of the three mothers, 

 “Wealhþeow functions as a link between referential and immediate action, 

between historical in a fantastical narrative. Through the person of the 

queen-mother Wealhtheow, Hildeburh’s tragedy (the loss through treachery of a 

son) is connected with the calamity (the fatal mutilation of a son) that has befallen 

Grendel's mother. Wealhtheow is the unifying element in a two-part action 

performed by these two mother-figures-- the dual movement of and of outrage 

and response inherent in the heroic imperative of revenge” (Damico 122). 

 

 

3 As indicated by lines 1506 and 1599 
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This threefold foil of the mothers suggests that Wealþeow is a unifying element 

somewhere between the grieving Peaceweaver Hildeburh, and the grieving monster 

Brimwylf. In this context Brimwylf’s son is killed because of his mysteriousness and 

actions, while Hildeburh’s is a victim of fate and only Wealhþeow’s children survive in 

the span of the poem because she is good and lucky. This leaves the other two mothers to 

pursue the imperative of revenge.  

In the world of Beowulf, heroism is heightened and such is true as well for 

heroistic mothers. As Dockray-Miller suggests, motherhood has always been more 

optional than history cares to admit. An example of this in Beowulf is, “Modþryðo is not 

maternal- she does not protect, nurture, or teach Eomer; instead her performance in the 

poem is masculine”(Dockray-Miller 79). Though Modþyrðo has children she rejects the 

role of mother and is coded as masculine in the text. This role being a chosen one implies 

that there is individual power and respect in motherhood. Some lines in the poem such as, 

þæt hyre ealdmetod éste waére bearngebyrdo, that to her the old measurer was gracious 

in child bearing (946). It is a compliment to Beowulf’s mother to say that God had been 

gracious in her child bearing. In this context her worth is directly related to how well she 

raised her son, which implies that motherhood is a respected role.  

Many of the mothers of Beowulf suffer the loss of a child. This loss is devastating 

to the characters and they seek vengeance.  Hildeburh’s family perishes in battle as does 

Grendel in another fight. Hildeburh takes vengeance through her responsibilities as 

peaceweaver. Brimwylf kills one of the men she holds responsible for the death of her 

son.   
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Vengeance 

Revenge and vengeance were common sanctioned actions in Anglo-Saxon 

culture, and the world of Beowulf. As mentioned in other sections the symbolism of 

actions held more power than the act itself, and pain and punishment were sanctified by 

culture and law. It was a feuding culture and violence was the norm. In Old-Norse 

tradition, which undeniably influenced the text, women often killed their husbands for 

striking them. However, Anglo-Saxon culture had more limited scope of when vengeance 

was appropriate.  

Queens in Anglo-Saxon culture were tasked with the responsibility of diplomacy, 

however peace is not always the answer, sometimes queens must weave war. 

Peace-weaver meant they created community and loyalty, inside the thanes, as well as 

external relations. Queens are wielding their own power and agency in relationships with 

kingdoms. With the power to weave peace and war, some queens may be closer to the 

figure of the Valkyrie , choosing death and life for the men who fight their wars. It does 4

not break gender expectations, it is the queens who are politically savvy and the kings 

who are the leaders of the hall retainers. This is not to say that queens ruled over 

kingdoms with equal power to kings, but that queens held a special unifying power that 

kings could not. Women were capable and codified in killing, within the feud culture. 

However this violence was required to be justified. The story of Judith would have been 

popular within the culture, and depicts a woman being violent in the name of God. Judith 

beheads Holofernes in God’s name. Judith inspired, “the most interesting and subtle part 

4 See Helen Damico Wealhtheow as Valkyrie  
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of the story of the Old English woman creation in the early Christian literature” (Burton 

12).  Burton describes Judith as, “a Joan of Arc of an earlier day. Judith's fierce mood has 

in it the leaven of righteousness, notice. She likes war, evidently, but she loves God, and 

fights the Assyrians to his glory” (Burton 13). He says that this trope is one the ways 

Anglo-Saxons viewed and wrote about women, they could be fierce and even vengeful so 

long as they had an acceptable reason. A woman could take masculine power of violence 

and dismemberment, when appropriately justified. These tropes conform to gender-roles 

by the woman ‘weaving’ peace, and being fierce only when there is a higher reason.  

Within this culture, women were allowed to be violent on behalf of a higher 

reason. However these reasons were not always clear. Judith is obviously accepted 

because she killed Holofernes for God, but other women had different motivations. 

Modþryðo kills men for looking at her, this was not an appropriate reason for her actions 

so she is insulted in the poem. Burton writes, “Herein [Judith] differs from a type like 

Thrytho  and marks the sublimation to a degree of a primitive and strenuously earthly 5

passion” (Burton 13).  Thrytho is condemned for being too passionate in her violence. 

This judgement could be because she takes revenge for herself or as Burton puts it she is, 

“a woman terrible to face, like a blood-thirsty animal for quarrel and killing, 

ungovernable in her passions, a stirrer-up of tribal troubles, and altogether 

dreadful”(Burton 5). Readers were horrified by Modþryðo because she was violent to 

protect herself. It is evident that her revenge is not the appropriate kind of action. 

Brimwylf’s desire to kill the men who had slain her child is certainly understandable. She 

5 Thrytho is another name constructed from the text for the character I call Modþryðo 
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is a mother and has the instinct, and love, to protect and avenge her child at any cost. But 

she too is punished for the vengeance she takes though it is justified and not for herself 

but for her child. However Beowulf’s killing of Brimwylf is in response to her killing of 

Achere, therefore this too is an act of vengeance. Beowulf’s avenging of Aschere is 

rewarded, while Brimwylf’s avenging of Grendel is punished. The difference is gender 

and their places in society. Brimwylf is now a childless widow and an outcast while 

Beowulf is a man and will be a king. Vengeance in this story is only successful when it is 

sanctified by the society. 

Hildeburh was married to Finn in a political allegiance, this makes her a 

peace-weaver. The type of vengeance she takes is not a physical act of killing but is a 

political move. In the Finnsburg episode the poet describes Hildeburh grieving at the 

funeral pyre of her brother and son, but says of her husband Finn in turn received dire 

sword fight, “Fin eft begeat sweordbealo slíðen”1146. The death of her husband is 

written in much less emotional terms  and is more distant than the deaths of the men 

related to her by blood. After the slaughter of her family Hildeburh is left abandoned. It 

would be not uncommon for her to commit suttee  especially as Hildeburh was a Danish 6

princess and the practice was common in Viking culture and not uncommon in Early 

Anglo-Saxon rituals. In fact widows, “were vulnerable and likely to lose power after 

issues surrounding the death of a husband were resolved”(Reynolds 70). This 

vulnerability may have contributed to the practice. However Hildeburh does not join the 

pyre, she returns to her father’s kingdom and takes back her own power. By returning to 

6 See Deviant burials pg 69 and table 1 
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her own kingdom she severes the peace agreements and forsakes the war, this will cause 

death. 

Revenge is welcome in a feud culture but has limitations when it is women who 

have been wronged. Just as Burton shuddered at Thrytho, the world of Beowulf fears 

women who take masculine power. Modþryðo and Brimwylf both murder men, 

themselves, because they are moved by their emotions. Hildeburh is allowed to take her 

vengeance because her methods are feminine. She is a princess and peace-weaver who is 

forsaking peace because the Frisians did her wrong. Women in Beowulf are allowed to 

have political power, in the narrow scope of unifying, maternal, peace weaving queens. 

However physical power was maculine and these forces are placed on a binary 

opposition.  
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Hildeburh 

Hildeburh represents the acceptable grief that mothers have for their sons. She 

also reveals the tragedy of being a woman in this society, all the men she loves are 

slaughtered. The Finn Episode, in which she appears, functions to foreshadow the 

celebration and battle in Herot. However this episode could also provide context to 

understand the morals of battle and revenge that the Anglo-Saxons would expect.  

The Finn episode acts as a foreshadowing device according to Hill and Carmargo. 

Hnaef and his retainers being attacked in the dead of night mimics the later events of 

Grendel’s mother attacking Herot in the night. The violence acted out in the Finn Episode 

is caused by men, namely Hengest and Finn, however the greatest victim is the woman, 

Hildeburh.  

Carmargo explains how readers are shown the tragedy through the misfortune of 

Hildeburh, “we are made to view their actions in terms of their effects on the tragic 

victim Hildeburh. When the scop announces, in good epic fashion, the subject of his 

song, he speaks not of the wrath of Hengest but rather the sorrows of 

Hildeburh”(Camargo 126). These sorrows may have been shown through Hildeburh to 

evoke more sympathy, “þæt wæs geomuru ides! That was a sorrowful lady!” (1075) She 

lost her son and brother to battle and was powerless to defend either man. Hildeburh is 

the tragic victim because her son’s arm was ripped off by a war she did not choose. Her 

position is remarkably similar to that of Grendel’s mom. However, Hildeburh is seen as 

victim but Grendel’s mom is seen as monster. The difference is the mother’s vengeance. 
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Grendel’s mother takes her vengeance by killing Aeshere, Hildeburh’s grief is more 

subtle.  

“At Hildeburh’s hest on Hnaef’s pyre her own son placed on the fire” 

(1114-1117). Though it would be acceptable for Hildeburh to commit herself to that fire 

in an act of suttee, she makes her son whole and leaves the kingdom. These lines could 

also be a foreshadow to Brimwylf’s venture to Heorot to retrieve her son’s arm. Many 

women in Old-Norse and Anglo-Saxon literature committed suttee , especially when they 7

had lost all their loved ones like Brunhild in Njal’s Saga. However Hildeburh takes back 

her independence, she places her son’s arm at his shoulder and returns to her father’s 

kingdom.  Hildeburh took a kind of acceptable vengeance.  By placing her son’s arm at 

his shoulder because she puts him back together, taking away the motive for his killers to 

laugh at his death, a fate worse than death itself .  8

Grendel’s mom, Brimwylf, is so desperate to make her son whole again in death, 

it is not death that is shameful but being mocked. Hildeburh is a foil to Brimwylf, they 

are both mothers who were put in a terrible position, however Hildeburh abided by the 

gender roles expected of her and took the only solace she could in making her son whole 

in death. However Grendel’s mom does not abide by the expectations of women, and is 

therefore coded as a monster, because she kills one of the men she holds responsible for 

the death of her son. Carmargo explained this dehumanization of Grendel’s mom 

claiming that, “only in the demonic world can women avenge their slain kin. The 

7 Reynolds Deviant Anglo-Saxon Burial Customs 37 

8 Shippey Laughing Shall I Die 
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troll-wife, Grendel's mother, is fully capable of exacting payment for her son a fact that 

underscores by contrast the plight of her human counterparts. Hildeburh, Wealhtheow, 

Freawaru, and the other nameless victims can only suffer silently or hope in vain for an 

end to the strife”(Carmargo 128). Caramargo asserts that women who commit murder are 

demons like Brimwylf, and the nice lades simply wait for death. It is not a physical 

incapability but a gender restriction that keeps women from exacting their vengeance by 

direct murder. Each mother tries in the ways she can to protect and avenge her child. 

Brimwylf is demonic for employing force to enact her vengeance, and Hildeburh takes 

the vengeance of a peaceweaver in abandoning the union she was meant to keep. This is a 

sympathetic foil, both women are grieving their sons, it is really a wretched loss.  
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Brimwylf 

Grendel’s mother, as she is referred to four times in the text, is also called 

‘brimwylf’ twice in lines 1505 and 1599.  Dockray-Miller writes, “just as the humans 

Beowulf and Eofor have names derived from animals, so might she have an animal 

epithet or name that suits her fierceness in defending her home”(Dockray-Miller 94). 

Professor Dockray-Miller then continues her analysis of the mothers of Beowulf referring 

to Brimwylf as Seawolf. It seems evident that Brimwylf is likely to be a name scholars 

never call Beowulf ‘Beewolf’ so I will call this character Brimwylf . There has been 9

significant critical debate over her humanity and monstrousness. She is referred to as 

‘ides’ lady but also a ‘merewif’ so she is undoubtedly a feminine villain. These words 

seem to imply that she is  ‘idese onlicnæs’ like a noble woman. Brimwylf, like 

Modþryðo, is demonized for acting in masculine ways. 

She is a righteous mother and performs her maternal duty by slaying a man 

responsible for the death of her only son. Though it is a deed she is punished heavily for, 

it is driven by maternal instinct. Beowulf and Brimwlyf’s fight is a turning point of the 

poem, after Beowulf kills Brimwlf he grows old and dies fighting a dragon. The actual 

grappling in this scene is fascinating. A key verb in these lines is ‘ofsæt’ in line 1545 

which translates directly to ‘sat on’. Klaeber interpers this verb to the more polite 

‘ofsittan’, the past tense of ofsæt, and interpreted this as ‘set upon’. This translation 

makes the reader more comfortable. But the fight is meant to be uncomfortable and 

sexually and masculinely coded. Brimwylf ofsæt and drew her seax (a short stabbing 

9 Wylf is the feminine form of Wulf which suggests a parallel between the enemies names  
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dagger) and attempted to stab Beowulf.  She tried but “wið ord ond wið ecge  ingang 

forstód” against point and against edge it forstood entry(1549). She straddles him and 

stabs him unsuccessfully, she attempted to reverse gender roles and was struck down. She 

would have killed him if not for that war byrnie and instead he takes the hafted sword and 

beheads her. Brimwylf is clearly performing masculinity in this fight but she fails 

because she is a merewif. In her failure, she meets the same end as her son. Beowulf 

dismembers her and she dies at his hand.   
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Conclusion 

I started my thesis in April of 2019 when I was reading an Old Norse story in 

which Loki is carried by an eagle and his shoulder begins to tear. The imagery of a 

shoulder being ripped reminded me of Grendel and somehow that led to the realisation 

that the imagery in the Grendel death is similar to the imagery of the heads melting and 

hatebites bursting in the funeral pyre. This parallel brought into light the mothers of these 

stories and how each tried to do right by her son, who died of a severed arm. This is far 

too similar to be a coincidence so I started my theory that these mothers are parallel. 

Brimwylf is the unruly monster who reacts in violence. Hildeburh is a moral mother who 

takes her vengeance in leaving rather than killing. Women are allowed to take feminized 

power within the world of Beowulf.  I wrote about the Brimwylf fight and was struck by 

the masculinity of the image of Brimwylf sitting on, or more likely in a fight to the death, 

straddling Beowulf while trying to stab him. This is also an example of Old Norse 

influence on the text because female giants were often depicted as being sexually 

aggressive in their fighting. This would be a stronger, or maybe just a more complex, 

thesis if I had the time to go through and track the Old Norse and Valkyrie influences on 

the text and its women.  

However in April 2019 I had no idea that one year later I would have done so 

much work and then enter rigorous self-isolation. In the time I have spent on this project I 

have sustained losses, and a worldwide pandemic swept us all into Hell. This feels like a 

monster. We cannot go to Heorot because Grendel will kill us all so we hide in our 
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houses. We must shelter and hide until this passes. I can understand Brimwylf and 

Hildeburh now. I would take my vengeance too.  
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